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Abstract
Computer simulations of colloidal suspensions are prohibited by slow equilibration as very different length and time scales
are involved for the various species. This is the reason that most simulations involve some degree of coarse-graining, whereby
the degrees of freedom of the microscopic particles are traced out, and the mesoscopic particles interact with an effective
potential, resulting in a coarse-grained, effective one-component description of the suspension. The focus of this paper is on
recent simulation work of charge and steric stabilised colloidal suspensions. We discuss both direct simulations of the true
colloidal mixture and coarse-grained approaches of the suspension involving effective interactions for the colloids. 䊚 2001
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Colloidal suspensions are complex fluids that consist of mesoscopic particles suspended in a solvent
Že.g. water.. The colloidal particles are significantly
larger than the solvent molecules, but small enough
to show Brownian motion. In the case that the linear
dimension R of the colloids is in the regime of 10
nm - R - 1000 nm, no significant sedimentation occurs in the earth’s gravity. Examples of colloidal particles are viruses, proteins, synthetic polymeric particles
Žlatex, PMMA., micelles, etc. Suspensions of these
particles play an important role in biology, e.g. blood,
but also many industrial products are essentially colloidal suspensions, e.g. paints, inks, food, detergents,
cosmetics.
Due to fluctuating dipole moments, an attractive
‘dispersion’ force, or Van der Waals force, acts
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between every pair of atoms separated by a distance
r. Summing over all pairs of atoms in two colloidal
particles gives rise to a strong Van der Waals attraction between the colloids, which can be larger by
orders of magnitude than the thermal energy k B T.
This may lead to irreversible aggregation of the colloids. In order to stabilise a colloidal suspension
against irreversible aggregation two mechanisms are
common: charge and steric stabilisation. In the case
of charge stabilisation, the colloidal particles have
ionisable groups on their surfaces, which dissociate
when the particles are suspended in a polar liquid.
The colloidal particles then acquire a net surface
charge Ze, with e the elementary charge and Z the
charge number typically in the range 10 2 - < Z < - 10 5.
The released counterions form a diffuse layer of
thickness  D around each colloidal particle, where  D
is the Debye screening length. The approach of two
charged colloids leads to overlap of these so-called
electric double layers, and causes a repulsive force
that can stabilise the particles against aggregation w1x.
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In the case of steric stabilisation the colloidal particles are coated with a polymer layer. When two coated
colloidal particles approach each other sufficiently
closely, the polymer layers interpenetrate and overlap,
which leads to a reduction of the polymer entropy,
and hence to an effective repulsive force between the
colloids. This repulsion leads again to stabilisation of
the particles against aggregation.
Often other components, such as salt ions, polymers or smaller colloids, are present in suspension as
well. In the case of charged colloids, the addition of
electrolyte or salt changes the Debye screening length
 D . On the other hand, the addition of free polymer
coils or smaller colloids to a steric stabilised colloidal
suspension induces a depletion interaction between
colloids which is mainly attractive and of a range of
the size of the depletant w2,3x. The concentration of
added salt, or the size and concentration of added
free polymers or smaller colloids can therefore, be
used as control parameters with which the effective
interactions between the colloids can be tailored. The
possibility of tailoring the effective interactions enriches the physics of colloidal systems compared to
simple Žatomic. fluids, and leads to a wide range of
practical applications.
The focus of this review is on computer simulations
of steric and charge stabilised colloidal suspensions,
with particular emphasis on published research over
the past five years. In Section 2, research on charge
stabilised colloidal suspensions is discussed. The
reader is also referred to an excellent review by
Hansen and Lowen
on recent theoretical and experi¨
mental advances in charged colloids w4 x. Cell model
and hypernetted chain calculations of polyelectrolytes
are reviewed by Vlachy w5 x. In Section 3 a survey on
recent simulation work of steric stabilised suspensions
is presented.
䢇䢇

䢇䢇

2. Charge-stabilised colloidal suspensions
Charge-stabilised colloidal suspensions consist of
Žspherical or anisotropic. mesoscopic colloidal particles suspended in a polar solvent with co- and counterions. The radius of the co- and counterions is comparable to that of the solvent molecules, i.e. of the order
of 0.1᎐0.3 nm. A statistical mechanics description of
these highly asymmetric multicomponent fluids represent a major challenge as very different length and
time scales are involved for the various species. This
is the reason why attempts to treat the mesoscopic
colloids and the microscopic salt and solvent particles
on an equal footing usually fail. It is therefore not
surprising that the present understanding of these
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systems is based on simplified models, in which the
degrees of freedom of the microscopic particles have
been integrated out, and the mesoscopic particles
interact with an effective Žusually pairwise. potential
resulting in a coarse-grained effective one-component
description of the suspension. The standard and very
successful effective one-component description of
charged colloidal suspensions dates back to the 1940s
and is due to Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek ŽDLVO. w2x. The DLVO theory is the corner
stone of colloid science; it not only describes the
diffuse double layer of thickness  D of co- and counterions surrounding the charge surfaces of colloidal
particles, but it also predicts effective screened Coulomb repulsions, with decay length  D , between pairs
of colloids. On the basis of the DLVO theory one
would not expect a gas᎐liquid transition at salt concentrations of the order of a few m, since it predicts
that the Van der Waals attraction ᎏ required to
provide the cohesive energy of the liquid within the
conventional picture ᎏ is completely masked by the
much longer-ranged electrostatic repulsions. However, in the past few years a variety of unexplained
phenomena has been observed in experiments of
charge-stabilised colloidal suspensions at low salt concentrations. For instance, vapour-liquid condensation
w6x, large stable ‘voids’ in otherwise homogeneous
suspensions w7,8x and anomalously long-lived dense
clusters w9x are observed in experiments at very low
salt concentrations. A long-range attraction between
like charged spheres, which would be in contradiction
with the DLVO theory, would account naturally for
the experimental evidence of gas-liquid coexistence.
Indeed the effective pair potential obtained from video
microscopy and optical tweezers measurements seem
to suggest that the interactions between like-charged
colloidal particles in the vicinity of glass walls Žnot in
bulk. are attractive w9,10x. However, the nature of
these attractions has been disputed and it was shown
recently that the attractive interaction can be explained by hydrodynamic effects w11x. The inferred
evidence for attractive interactions between likecharged colloidal particles is qualitatively inconsistent
with the long-accepted repulsive DLVO potential,
generating intense theoretical and experimental activities and vivid debates in this field.
In most theoretical descriptions of colloidal systems, the solvent is regarded as a structureless continuum, characterised by a dielectric constant . In this
so-called ‘Primitive model’ description, the charged
colloids Žmacroions. and co- and counterions Žmicroions. are assumed to be charged spheres interacting
via short-range potentials and Coulombic interactions. The first simulations of the asymmetric primitive model were performed in the early 1980s w12x.
However, even the simplified highly asymmetric
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primitive model gives severe equilibration problems in
computer simulations as the number of particles involved in the simulations increases dramatically with
larger charge asymmetry and the convergence of the
simulations slows down due to the accumulation of
microions close to the macroions. Recent progress
has been made in simulations of the asymmetric
primitive model by Linse et al. who used efficient
cluster move algorithms w13 x and the Ewald summation technique w14,15x for handling the long-range
interactions. However, the simulations are still limited
to charge number < Z < - 160 describing more the micellar rather than the colloidal regime w16 x. Linse
Ž1999. w17x discusses the efficiency of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations of the asymmetric primitive model using soft and hard potentials for
the macro- and microions.
Using computer simulations of the primitive model,
effective attractive forces between like-charged colloids due to electrostatic interactions have been found
for divalent and trivalent counterions, but the attractions seem to be of short-range character w16 ,
18᎐20x. Short-range attractions due to electrostatic
counterion correlations were also found in simulations of charged spheres in divalent counterion solutions w21᎐23x and in theoretical considerations regarding like-charged plates w24x, in Monte-Carlo simulations of lamellar colloids w25,26x, in simulations of
charged surfaces w27᎐29x, in anisotropic HNC w29x and
reference HNC calculations w30x, and in density functional theory calculations using local density and
weighted density approximations w31,32 x. Attractive
forces between charged surfaces are even observed in
the case of monovalent microions, provided the coions are larger than the counterions w30x. The origin
of the short-range attraction is caused by the spatial
correlations between the counterions associated with
different macroions w16 ,32x and was already suggested by Oosawa in the 1960s w34x. Several mechanisms for the effective attractions are proposed in the
literature. Ž1. Correlations keep the counterions apart
at the surface of the macroion and limit the piling up.
This leads to a reduction of the counterion density at
contact, resulting in a lower pressure according to the
contact theorem and an effective attraction w4 x. Ž2.
Coulombic interactions between the microions result
in an alternation of positive and negative charges at
the surface of the macroion. Two macroions approaching each other adjust complementarily to each
other resulting in an electrostatic attraction w24x. Ž3.
Charge inversion by an overcompensation of surface
charge due to core᎐core correlations and electrostatic
correlations between the microions Žseveral mechanisms are mentioned in w30x.. Ž4. The counterion
fluctuations are suppressed close to the macroions,
due to counterion accumulation at the macroion sur䢇䢇

䢇䢇

䢇䢇

䢇䢇

䢇䢇

䢇䢇

face, while these are unconstrained in other regions.
This leads to a Casimir-type fluctuation-induced attraction w33x.
Simulations of saltfree suspensions of macroions
with 60᎐160 elementary charges and sufficiently strong
electrostatic coupling Žtrivalent counterions., show
that the effective short-range attraction can lead to
macroscopic phase separation w16 ,18,19x. No phase
separation is observed in simulations with divalent
and monovalent counterions. The effect of salt is
studied in w19x. Also, Hribar et al. found strong clustering of macroions in a solution of trivalent counterions in his simulations w35x. Attraction between likecharged macroions were also found in Monte Carlo
simulations of Allahyarov et al. w36 x. These authors
found an attractive effective force for divalent counterions, charge asymmetry of 32:2 and size ratio of
approximately 22, and for charge asymmetry of 320:2
and size ratio of approximately 198, while good agreement was found with DLVO for moderate charge
ratios of approximately 1᎐4 and size ratios , 1 w37 x.
No attraction was found in the case of monovalent
counterions w36 ,38x. The mechanism for this attraction was assigned to Coulombic depletion w36 x. However, Linse et al. found that the short-range attractions are similar for finite-sized counterions and
pointlike counterions, and they conclude that the
depletion mechanism cannot be responsible for the
attraction w20x. Attractive forces were also found in
simulations of macroions confined between charged
plates at sufficiently strong electrostatic coupling
w39,40 x, while an analytical proof shows that no
attractions are possible in the Poisson᎐Boltzmann
approximation w41,42x. It is therefore argued that the
attraction between like-charged colloids is due to
spatial and temporal fluctuations of counterions as
these are neglected in the Poisson᎐Boltzmann approach w40 x. The effective triplet forces were calculated between macroions in a triplet-configuration in
the form of an equilateral triangle for charge
asymmetry of 280:1 and size ratio of 1000 w43 x. The
total net force was always repulsive, but the triplet
contribution was attractive. The influence of triplet
interactions on the phase behaviour was studied in
w44 x.
Finally, we stress again that the molecular nature of
the solvent is ignored in the primitive model. To go
beyond the description of the primitive model, one
can include neutral particles while keeping the dielectric constant  in the Coulombic interactions between
the charged species. Such a model has been used in
Monte Carlo simulations w45x and in Poisson᎐Boltzmann calculations and hypernetted chain calculations
w46x. In w47x, the authors claim that an attractive force
exists between the macroions as the contact value of
the macroion᎐macroion pair correlation function is
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larger than one at sufficiently large concentrations of
the neutral component. A further refinement of the
model would include the polar nature of the solvent
by using embedded point dipoles or more sophisticated pair potentials for water, like the SPCrE potential w48x.
In conclusion, direct simulations of the highly
asymmetric primitive model are limited to moderate
charge and size asymmetries due to equilibration
problems. For the study of equilibrium properties
such as phase diagrams, this problem may be overcome by reducing the multi-component suspension
consisting of macroions and microions to an effective
one-component system containing macroions only.
This formal mapping of the multi-component suspension onto an effective one-component system of the
colloids can be achieved by integrating out the degrees of freedom of the microions, giving rise to
effective interactions for the macroions. In principle,
these effective interactions contain one-, two-, threeand higher-body interactions, but is often assumed to
be pairwise additive. The essence of this approach is
to find reliable effective potentials for the macroions
and a big variety of approaches exist. The most sophisticated approach involves a numerical evaluation
of equilibrium co- and counterion densities for each
macroion configuration during a simulation in the
same spirit as the ‘ab initio’ method of Car and
Parrinello for ion-electron systems w49 ,50,51 x. In
this approach the macroions are treated explicitly in a
molecular dynamics simulation, while the microions
are treated in a coarse-grained description using the
framework of density functional theory. Here the
equilibrium microion density profiles are obtained by
minimising the grand potential functional. The grand
potential functional consists of an ideal part, an external field, and an excess part. The ideal part and
external field contributions are known exactly, and
the excess part is assumed to consist of a Coulombic
contribution and a correlation part. The effective
forces between the colloids are calculated ‘on the fly’
for each colloid configuration via the classical version
of the Hellmann᎐Feynman Theorem w49 x. It is important to note that, in principle, the effective forces
depend on all co-ordinates of the colloids, i.e. involve
pair-, triplet-, and higher-body terms. This procedure
has been applied to saltfree suspensions of charged
spherical colloids w49 ,50,51 ,52,53x, to colloids with
added salt w54x, to charged colloidal rods w55,56x, to
clay suspensions w57x and to polyelectrolytes w58x. Alternatively, one can use a simpler or approximate
grand potential functional and derive the effective
interactions between the colloids in advance and use
these interactions in a simulation or in theory. Such a
procedure has been applied in w59,60 ,61,62x. In this
work, the grand potential functional is simplified by
䢇䢇
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ignoring the correlations and expanding the local densities in the ideal term to second order about the bulk
densities. The grand potential functional can now be
minimised analytically and leads back to solving the
linearized Poisson᎐Boltzmann equation. The effective
interaction for the colloids contains only pair interactions, which is precisely the well known DLVO potential w1x, and more surprisingly it consists of a statedependent volume term w59,60 ,61,62x. This term has
been generally overlooked, but a simple variational
calculation of the free energy of this effective onecomponent system yields surprisingly rich predictions
of gas᎐liquid, gas᎐solid, and liquid᎐solid coexistence,
with triple and critical points, at extremely low salt
concentrations w59,60 ,61,62x. At higher salt concentrations, where DLVO is known to be fine, it yields
results equivalent to the DLVO theory. The phase
instability at low salt concentrations is thus driven by
the volume term, while the macroion pair interaction
is repulsive, consistent with DLVO. An alternative
interpretation for the volume term is in terms of
attractive many-body Žtriplet or higher-body. interactions w63 x. It is tempting to argue that the many-body
interactions are lumped together in the volume terms
leading to a non-trivial density-dependent effective
interaction, which warrants a more detailed investigation w64 x.
The phase diagram of particles interacting via only
the DLVO pair potential is determined by simulations w65 ,66᎐68x. For completeness, we also mention
the simulations of Tata et al. They explain the
observed experimental phase behaviour of charged
colloids Žvoid formation, liquid᎐gas transition, etc.. by
simulations using the Sogami᎐Ise potential w8,69,70x.
This effective pair interaction w71x contains a longrange attractive component, but lacks rigorous theoretical motivation.
In summary, the unexplained experimental observations Žvapour᎐liquid coexistence, void structures, etc..
in charged colloids have generated many theoretical
and experimental activities in this field. Over the past
few years the published research on charged colloids
has expanded enormously and it is therefore an impossible task to review them all properly. It was
intended to give the reader a flavour of the rapidly
growing literature on charged colloids and stress again
that the focus of this review was on computer simulations. Despite the amount of work spent on charged
colloids, it is still not clear what the origin is of the
experimental observations, like void formation and
gas᎐liquid or gas᎐solid coexistence. Future work
should focus on understanding the origin of the attractive component in the effective pair interaction
due to correlation effects of the microions, which are
observed in simulations of the asymmetric primitive
model. At the moment, several mechanisms are pro䢇䢇
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posed for the effective attractions between macroions
due to microion᎐microion correlations. These microion correlations are not captured in the Žlinearized. Poisson᎐Boltzmann mean field theories and
thus also not included in the approaches that involve
a coarse-grained description for the microion using a
density functional theory that reduces to Žlinearized.
Poisson᎐Boltzmann. It is interesting to investigate
how to incorporate the correlations effects in a density functional and to see what the influence is on the
colloid stability. One should also investigate if there is
a connection between the many-body interactions and
the so-called volume terms. Finally, studies of the
interfacial behaviour of charged colloids might give us
some insight in the formation of voids and biphasic
regions.

3. Steric-stabilised colloidal suspensions
In the case of steric stabilisation, the colloidal
particles are coated with a polymer layer, which leads
to a steep repulsive interaction between the colloids
when they approach each other; the colloidal pair
potential can therefore be regarded as hard-sphere
like. The hard-sphere system has been studied in
great detail. In 1957 Wood and Jacobson w72x and
Alder and Wainwright w73x showed by computer simulations that a system of purely repulsive hard spheres
has a well-defined freezing transition. These results
were disputed for a long period, but nowadays it is
generally accepted that a system of identical hard
spheres does have a fluid᎐solid transition w74x. The
origin of this freezing transition is purely entropic and
occurs because the entropy of the crystalline phase is
higher than that of the fluid phase at sufficiently high
densities. The location of the hard-sphere freezing
transition was determined from simulations by Hoover
and Ree, who found that the packing fractions of the
coexisting fluid and face-centred cubic Žfcc. solid phase
are given by fluid s 0.494 and solid s 0.545, which
corresponds to a pressure P 3rk B T s 11.69 with 
the diameter of the hard spheres w75x. Finite size
effects were studied by Wilding et al. using a novel
Monte Carlo phase switch method w76 x. It has also
been shown recently that at co-existence, the fcc
crystal is indeed more stable than the hexagonal
close-packed Žhcp. crystal w77᎐79x. Often other components, such as smaller steric stabilised colloids or
non-adsorbing polymer coils are present in suspension
as well. An overview of work spent on the addition of
smaller steric stabilised colloids is presented in Section 3.1 and colloid᎐polymer mixtures are discussed
in Section 3.2.
䢇

3.1. Colloid᎐colloid mixtures

In the case of mixtures of large and small colloidal
particles, the system can be regarded as a binary
hard-sphere mixture. In the last decade, it was found
that binary hard-sphere mixtures show extremely rich
phase behaviour. Spindle, azeotropic, and eutectic
type of phase diagrams and complex crystalline superlattice structures are found in theory, simulation, and
experiments, when the size ratio q ' 2r1 ) 0.4. The
diameters of the large and small spheres are, respectively, 1 and 2 . Published work in this size ratio
regime is reviewed in w80 x. When the size ratio is
more asymmetric, the addition of the second component leads to the so-called depletion effect. This effect induces effective attractions between large colloids at small separations due to an unbalanced pressure of small Žpolymeric. spheres. An alternative description of the same effect is that free volume of the
small spheres is gained due to the overlap of excluded
volume of clustering large spheres; the resulting gain
of entropy of the small spheres drives this clustering,
and thus induces effective attractions between the
large spheres.
The main issue here is whether the depletion effect, which is known to lead to demixing in colloidpolymer mixtures w2,3x, is sufficiently strong to drive
demixing in a binary fluid mixture of large and small
hard spheres or whether the additive mixture of hard
spheres is miscible for all size ratios and compositions. The discussion was instigated in 1991 by Biben
and Hansen, who showed within integral equation
theory that the binary hard-sphere mixture exhibits a
spinodal instability in the high-density fluid when the
size ratio of the two species is more extreme than 1:5
w81x. As this result was in contradiction with a classic
study by Lebowitz and Rowlinson, who had concluded
that the mixture is stable against demixing regardless
of the state point and the size ratio w82x, it initiated
renewed interest in this system.
One might suppose that computer simulations
should have resolved the issues concerning the phase
behaviour. However, direct simulations of highly
asymmetric binary mixtures are prohibited by slow
equilibration when the packing fraction of the small
spheres becomes substantial and there have been no
systematic attempts to calculate phase diagrams for
the asymmetric cases which are of most interest.
Some progress has been made by cluster move techniques based on the configurational bias Monte Carlo
method w83,84 x and by a recently developed algorithm w85 x, but the statepoints of interest Žhigh small
sphere packing fractions. could still not be reached. A
Žmeta.stable demixing transition in the fluid phase
䢇䢇
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does occur in simulations and theories of binary mixtures of hard parallel cubes w86x, binary mixtures of
freely rotating hard rods w87x, non-additive hardsphere mixtures w88x, and polydisperse mixtures of
hard spheres w89x.
On the theoretical side it is now well-accepted that
those approaches which attempt to treat both species
on an equal footing, e.g. integral equation theories or
virial expansions of the mixture equation of state,
yield results which are notoriously sensitive to the
details of the approximations. The Žnon-.existence
and location of the spinodal instability is particularly
susceptible w90᎐92x, but also the location of the
fluid᎐solid phase boundary is very sensitive to the
choice of approximation w93᎐99x. Experiments show
that the demixing transition is strongly coupled to the
freezing transition w100᎐104 x.
Therefore, a different strategy is often followed, in
which advantage is taken of the large size asymmetry.
In this approach the binary mixture is formally mapped
onto an effective one-component system by integrating out the degrees of freedom of the small species in
the partition function w80 ,105 ,106 x. An effective
Hamiltonian is then obtained for the larger ones,
which consists of zero-body, one-body, two-body and
higher-body interactions. The effective two-body interactions or depletion potentials have been calculated within hypernetted-chain-based approximations
w108x, in simulations w109 ,110 ,111 ,112x, using a
virial expansion w113 x, integral equation theory
w114,115x, and density functional theory w110 ,
116,117 ,118,119 x. Depletion potentials have also
been ‘measured’ experimentally w120x.
Using this approach and ignoring three-body and
higher-body interactions, simulations show the existence of a fluid᎐fluid demixing transition for size
ratios of 1:10 or more extreme w80 ,105 ,106 x.
However, this fluid᎐fluid transition is metastable with
respect to the fluid᎐solid transition that turns out to
occur at strikingly low values of the packing fraction
of the large spheres. More surprisingly, also an
isostructural solid᎐solid transition at high packing
fractions of the large spheres is found. This transition
becomes stable for a size ratio - 0.05. Good agreement is found with direct simulations of the true
binary hard-sphere mixture w80 ,105 x, thereby justifying the depletion potential picture. Similar results
are found in other simulations w121 x and theories
w122,123x of the effective one-component system, while
gelation of binary hard-sphere mixtures is studied in
w124x and structure in w125x. The structure of the true
binary hard-sphere mixtures has been studied extensively for moderate size ratios by integral equation
theories and by simulations, and for these the reader
is referred to w80 x and references therein.
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3.2. Colloid᎐polymer mixtures
Experiments on colloid᎐polymer mixtures show that
the phase behaviour depends on the size ratio of
colloids and polymer Žsee w126 x and references,
therein .. For sufficiently large polymer coils Žcompared to the colloids. a stable fluid᎐fluid and a
three-phase coexistence of a colloidal gas, liquid, and
solid were found. Structure of colloid᎐polymer mixtures is studied by integral equation theories using
the polymer reference interaction site model
w127,128 ,129x. Direct simulations of colloid᎐polymer
mixtures are prohibited as long relaxation times are
required for mixtures and for polymeric systems. One
way to alleviate this problem is to represent the
polymers by ideal lattice chains and the colloids by
hard spheres w129 x. Simulations of this system show
that indeed the phase behaviour depends critically on
the size ratio of the polymer and colloid, consistent
with experiments w130 x. Another way to circumvent
the problem of slow equilibration is to ignore the
degrees of freedom of the polymer chains. A simple
idealised model, which is often used for a suspension
of sterically stabilised colloidal particles and nonadsorbing polymers, is the so-called Vrij-Asakura᎐
Oosawa model. This is an extremely non-additive
binary hard-sphere model in which the colloids are
treated as hard spheres with diameter 1 and the
interpenetrable, non-interacting polymer coils in a
theta-solvent are treated as point particles but which
are excluded from the colloids to a centre-of-mass
distance of Ž 1 q 2 .r2. The diameter of the polymer
coil is 2 s 2 R g with R g the radius of gyration of the
polym er. D irect sim u lation of th e V rijAsakura᎐Oosawa model is again prohibited by slow
equilibration, as huge number of polymers are needed
per colloid particle at the state-points of interest.
Direct simulations of the Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa model
are only performed for systems in which the polymers
are represented by ideal particles on a lattice w130 x.
The structure of the Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa model is
determined within integral equation theory w64 ,131 x
and the phase diagram is studied using the freevolume approach w133 x. Recently, a density functional theory was designed specifically for the binary
Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa model. The structure, adsorption at a hard wall, and the fluid᎐fluid interface are
studied within this density functional theory and are
compared with simulations w134 x.
A different strategy is to derive an effective onecomponent Hamiltonian for the colloids by formally
integrating out the degrees of freedom of the polymer
w135 x. The effective Hamiltonian consists of zerobody, one-body, two-body, and higher-body terms. The
two-body term or depletion potential is determined
from simulations w136 ,137 ,138 x and field theory
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w139 x. The depletion potentials for non-additive
hard-sphere mixture are determined from density
functional theory w140 x. The depletion potential has
been ‘measured’ recently in experiments w141᎐144x. In
the case of the Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa model, the
two-body term is precisely that given by the VrijAsakura᎐Oosawa pair potential w2,3x. Moreover, for
size ratios q ' 2r1 F 0.154, three-body and higherbody terms are identically zero, so the mapping to the
two-body approximation to this effective Hamiltonian
is exact in this regime. Monte Carlo simulations for
the Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa model are performed using
the effective Hamiltonian truncated at the pairwise
term. The phase behaviour and structure are determined of the effective one-component system for
size ratios q s 0.1, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively w135 x,
and are compared with results from perturbation theory of the effective Hamiltonian w135 ,145 x and
with the phase diagram from the free-volume approach w133 x. Adsorption at a hard wall is studied in
simulations and compared with density functional theory w146 x. The interfacial behaviour of colloid᎐polymer mixtures is studied using the effective Hamiltonian in density functional theory w147x and the nonequilibrium behaviour and kinetics is studied using
Brownian dynamics simulations w148 x. The phase diagram and structure of the Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa
model is recently determined from simulations using
the full effective Hamiltonian for q s 1.0 w149 x, but
these results could not explain the colloidal structure
factors found in recent light scattering experiments
w150x.
In summary, direct simulations of colloid᎐polymer
mixtures are prohibited due to slow equilibration and
one is often forced to make drastic approximations.
Often the Vrij-Asakura᎐Oosawa model is used as a
simple model for suspensions of sterically stabilised
colloidal particles and non-adsorbing polymers. The
phase behaviour and structure of the VrijAsakura᎐Oosawa model obtained from theory and
simulation agree well with experiments, but show
large deviations in the regime of similar size of colloids and polymers. Future work should focus on
models using a more realistic description of the polymer and its interaction with the colloids. It is interesting to derive depletion potentials for such a model
and to investigate the influence on the phase behaviour and structure.
䢇

䢇

various species. One is often forced to resort to
simulations that involve some degree of coarse-graining, whereby the degrees of freedom of the microscopic particles Žmicroions, non-adsorbing polymer,
smaller colloids, or solvent molecules. are integrated
out, and the colloidal particles interact with effective
potentials. In this paper, recent simulations are discussed on charge and steric stabilised colloidal suspensions. We focus both on direct simulations of the
true colloidal mixture and on coarse-grained approaches of the suspension involving effective interactions for the colloids. These effective interactions can
be obtained from Ždensity functional . theory and direct simulations of the true colloidal mixture.
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4. Conclusions
Direct computer simulations of colloidal suspensions are limited to moderate size and charge
asymmetries due to equilibration problems as very
different length and time scales are involved for the
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